DARMSTADT UNIVERSITY OF APPLIED SCIENCES
JULY 12 – AUGUST 8

In Transition to a Pure Green Energy Economy
(combined technical and business perspectives)
Possibilities and impacts of a zero emissions green energy system accomplished by
– transforming supply: technology as driver for real competitive renewable energies
– transforming demand: smart homes and smart cars for smart people
– transforming business: strategic impacts for business models

Contact: Phone +49.6151.16.39285, isu.int@h-da.de, isu.h-da.de

JUSTUS-LIEBIG-UNIVERSITY GIESSEN
JULY 18 – AUGUST 15

Innovation in Medicine and Health Care
The interdisciplinary program covers several issues across the fields of:
– Medicine: Global Health Challenges and Entrepreneurship
– Applied Health Economics: Innovation in Health Economics and Market Access
– Law: Intellectual Property Rights, Regulation of the Health Sector, Human Rights and Ethics

Contact: Phone +49.641.992.1157
isu@recht.uni-giessen.de, www.isu-giessen.de

UNIVERSITY OF MARBURG
JULY 18 – AUGUST 15

Germany and Europe in a Turbulent World: History, Politics, Society, and Culture
Selected Topics in: German and European History, Politics, International Relations, Sociology, Cultural Studies, German Studies, European Integration, Peace and Conflict Studies

Contact: Phone +49.6421.282.5997
isu@uni-marburg.de, www.uni-marburg.de/isu
UNIVERSITY OF KASSEL
JUNE 20 – JULY 18

New Perspectives for a Globalized World: Environmental, Scientific and Cultural Dimensions


Culture Module: German History and Politics, The Brothers Grimm in Kassel – German Fairy Tales, Intercultural Communication

Contact: Phone +49.561.804.1869
isu@uni-kassel.de, www.uni-kassel.de/isu

FULDA UNIVERSITY OF APPLIED SCIENCES
JULY 4 – AUGUST 1

Cultural Diversity!

Culture Module: Was ist Deutschland? German History, Art and Literature in a European Context (taught in German)

Social Work Module: Music Therapy

Health Module: International Health Aspects of Stress Management

Culture and Society Module: Intercultural Communication and Migration

Contact: Phone +49.661.9640.1740
isu@hs-fulda.de, www.isu-fulda.de

TECHNISCHE UNIVERSITÄT DARMSTADT
JULY 5 – AUGUST 1

German Engineering
The main objective is to introduce participants to German Engineering, and to enable them to gain experiences in diverse research fields of Engineering ranging for instance from Aerospace to Automotive and Energy Engineering. An integral part of the program will be company visits to German companies, so that students can understand the practical value of the gained knowledge.

Contact: Phone +49.6151.16.24060
summer@pvw.tu-darmstadt.de, tu-darmstadt.de/isu

FRANKFURT UNIVERSITY OF APPLIED SCIENCES AND GOETHE UNIVERSITY
JULY 5 – AUGUST 1

Choose one seminar track:

International Business: Global Sustainable Business, European Business Management, Business Practices in Germany

European Banking: Banking in Europe, Central Banking in the Eurozone, Risk Management in Banks

European Studies: History of European Integration, Integration through Law in the European Union, European Economic and Social Policy

Contact: Phone +49.69.1533.3841
isu@fra-uas.de, www.isu-frankfurt.de

www.isu-hessen.de